Biography Project Grading Rubric

Name_________________________________________     Date_____________

Reading Comprehension
Note taking organizers
• Childhood/early life 4     3     2    1
• Family 4     3     2    1
• Accomplishments/contributions 4     3     2    1
• Interesting facts 4     3     2    1

16-15 A    14-11 B   10-7 C   6-4 D    Total Points:_____ Grade____

Written Communications
• Wrote draft with editing 4     3     2    1
• Wrote 6 paragraphs 4     3     2    1
• Topic sentence for each paragraph 4     3     2    1
• Used proper capitalization 4     3     2    1
• Used proper punctuation 4     3     2    1
• Most words spelled correctly 4     3     2    1
• Wrote in complete sentences 4     3     2    1

28-25 A   24-20 B   19-14 C   13-7 D Total Points:____ Grade____

Oral Communication
• Spoke loudly 4     3     2    1
• Made eye contact 4     3     2    1
• Explained significance of each object 4     3     2    1

12-11 A   10-8 B   7-6 C   5-3 D Total Points:_____ Grade______